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books in preparation for breakthrough in 2024

In line with the already communicated ambition to divest its Gesture Interaction business, 
Crunchfish decided to write down all GI-related IP to zero, along with all Digital Cash IP not 
related to offline payments, in a total impairment of SEK 18m. With the Digital Cash protector, 
Crunchfish now aims for some central integration for improved security of existing Digital Cash 
offers, ideally at a central level in UPI Lite X, which would mean a significant breakthrough into 
the Indian payment ecosystem. While the investment case remains somewhat binary, we 
continue to find support for a fair value of SEK 13-16 per share.

SEK 18m write off in Q4’24
In early February 2024, Crunchfish announced that it was looking to divest its Gesture Interaction 
business as a review had shown that it would be difficult for the company to succeed as an 
independent developer. In line with this, Crunchfish have now chosen to write off all its GI-related 
IP as well as all IP in the Digital Cash business that is not related to offline payments. With net sales 
of SEK 333 000 in Q4’23 this resulted in a net loss of SEK 27m. Cash position amounted to SEK 31m 
(net cash at SEK 29m) meaning that with 25% reduced OPEX following a divestment of GI, 
Crunchfish should be financed at least into Q4’24. This again underscores the importance of 
securing freesh commercial deals in 2024 to avoid any further financial concerns.
 
Digital Cash protector the spearhead in 2024
After NPCI’s launch of UPI Lite X in H2’23, that offers a version of offline payments similar to 
Crunchfish’s solution, we now see Crunchfish’s Digital Cash protector, that offers increased offline 
payment security for UPI Lite X and eRupee offline wallets, as the Company’s primary avenue 
forward in India. In addition, Digital Cash offline still carries the potential for large scale rollout with 
banks and other payment system provides inside and outside India, as well as the Company’s 
Digital Cash telecom offering. Now the best-case scenario for the coming year would involve a 
deal for a central integration for improved security in some national scheme, although it could also 
take the form of a license deal with individual banks or payment providers. 
 
Clearer path forward
All in all, we now see a clearer path forward for Crunchfish in the new Indian landscape following 
last year’s launch of UPI Lite X, where Crunchfish offers improved security for offline payments for 
UPI Lite X and eR offline wallets, which CEO estimates to represent an unchanged reveneue 
potential. The investment case however remains somewhat binary, and we maintain our WACC of 
25% to reflect this. All in all we continue to find support for a fair value of SEK 13-16 per share.

Read the full report here: https://www.emergers.se/crunchfish_p24/
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DISCLAIMER
Information provided here or on Emergers' website emergers.se is not intended to be financial 
advice. Emergers receives compensation for writing about the company in question. The company 
has been given the opportunity to influence factual statements before publication, but forecasts, 
conclusions and valuation reasoning are Emergers' own. Articles of analysis shall not be construed 
as a recommendation or solicitation to invest in the companies described. Emergers cannot 
guarantee that the conclusions presented in the analysis will be met. Emergers cannot be held 
liable for either direct or indirect damages caused by decisions made on the basis of information in 
this analysis. Investors are encouraged to seek additional information as well as consult a financial 
advisor prior to any investment decision.

For more information and complete terms, please see emergers.se.
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